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Finance is one of the most promising sectors around the world. It recruits millions of people every
year. The sector is highly competitive and challenging at the same time. Hence, it demands skilled
professionals who can face challenges of the capricious finance market.

Leaving communism behind, almost every country has adopted the concept of free market
economy. It has cobbled the way of trade between different nations which has ultimately resulted in
the expansion of the finance sector. In addition to this, the business sector is growing at a great
pace which is regularly creating finance jobs in the market. Every year certain new finance and
accounting jobs are added to the existing ones.

If you are planning you career in finance sector then you must know that which all industries you
can serve because it will give you the paved path that you should follow to have a brighter career.
Every sector demands different abilities from a professional. Here is the list of some of the domains
that has accounting and finance jobs.

Stock Market: It holds plentiful of finance jobs because everyday has a regular flow of liquidity which
makes it a billion dollar industry. The equity market demands qualified and skilled professionals to
handle the work load. Advisors, share brokers, day trading consultant, etc. are some of the position
this sector shelters.

Insurance: With the growing urbanization this sector is enjoying immense growth which houses
amazing work avenues for skilled professionals. Most of the people start their career as insurance
sales executive that later on reaches the advanced positions like sales manager, etc. In addition to
this, insurance sector holds some of the best accounting jobs which include responsibilities like
calculating costing, depreciation, reconciling financial discrepancies, etc.

Investment banking: It is the rapidly growing sector which is in high demand of dynamic people who
can accept any kind of challenges allied with it. The core work of an investment banker is to help
clients to make huge profits from investing in varied commercial activities.

Banking: This sector recruits millions of candidates in India itself. It has some of the best accounting
jobs for those who are still planning to drive their career. One can apply for accountants, branch
managers, bank tellers, etc. it is one of the highest paying jobs as well.

Apart from these sectors the demand for accounting and finance professionals never reduces in the
market. Thus if you invest your career in this area then you will get better returns from your
profession.
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for Finance. Check out the a Finance jobs, a Accounting jobs. For more Information, visit this site-
http://www.careerbuilder.co.in/
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